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HI, 

I can still hear them, ringing in my ears, the screams of a woman in eastern Australia

confronting one of her legislators, with the words “Fire, Fire, Fire.” It’s almost hard to

comprehend, at yet not even the beginning of their summer, millions of Australians

confronting perhaps the worse large scale ‘catastrophic’ fires in their history, with no

end yet in sight. This all the while, we here in North America (at least the eastern 2/3)

are dealing with historical record low temperatures and heavy snowfall. Just having

returned from the SE Asian tropics it’s been particularly difficult getting ‘into it’ all.

Such, though, are the vagaries of just a couple places from around the globe that are

suffering once again from rising CO2 levels combined with who knows what else,

including political disfunction. The result, though, is record this, record that, without a

break, at least in the news coming solid and steady these days. And yesterday I just

heard about the 50 year catastrophic flood in Venice.

I find it interesting, too, that in Australia about 90% of the population wants more

action on climate change from their government. My government declares a climate

emergency then what does it do? We don’t even seem to have a climate

emergency plan despite our continually rising levels of green house gas pollutants.

Canada, we, us, me, are actually one of the worse polluting countries in the world on

a per capita basis, together with our cousin Aussies and the South Koreans.

Concerning South Korea, from which I just returned last week, I was and wasn’t

surprised to learn this about them. I perceived their society to be one of the ‘nicest’

I’ve ever experienced, though at the same time didn’t really see anything, other than a

couple solar panels, demonstrating commitment to environmental sustainability,
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despite having some of the world’s largest consumer corporations. Come on

Samsung, LG, Hyundai, etc.! Come on Ottawa.

In today’s Planetary Health Weekly (#46 of the year) are some terribly interesting

stories. Starting with assessing who is really responsible for climate change and then

an incredible finding about the immune system destroying power of the measles

virus, sexual violence in the cocoa trade, the UK banning all fracking immediately, 900

children testing positive for HIV in a Pakistani city, sex imbalance in turtles, comparing

the climate pollution of B.C. and Sweden, maternal mortality lies, huge insect decline

in Germany, the damage from selling off Indigenous lands in the U.S., severe deadly

drought in Zimbabwe, dealing with jet lag, mentoring students, a new book “The

Uninhabitable Earth: Life After the Warming”, and more. Whew, I hope you’ll take a

look.

Best, david

David Zakus, Editor and Publisher
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Who's To Blame For Climate Change?
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Over the years that I’ve written about climate change, I’ve seen a similar shift in

perspective. A new study published last week in the scientific journal Climatic Change

is an example of how attitudes toward climate change keep evolving. The title, The rise

in global atmospheric CO2, surface temperature, and sea level from emissions traced to

major carbon producers, doesn’t exactly soar, but trust me, this is basically Murder on

the Orient Express, climate whodunit edition. Despite all the political volatility

associated with the oil business, the prime movers in the industry haven’t changed

much at all. According to Heede and Ekwurtzel’s research, the four biggest

contributors to atmospheric carbon dioxide in the last 130 years are Saudi Aramco,

Chevron, ExxonMobil, and BP. Read More at Huffpost

See Also: Just 100 Companies Responsible For 71% of Global Emissions at The

Guardian 

And Most of Canada (except Alberta and Saskatchewan) is on track to hit our

2020 climate target at The National Observer

Measles Makes Your Body Forget How
To Fight Other Diseases
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Getting infected with measles is much more dangerous than scientists once

suspected. In addition to the illness caused by the virus, a measles infection also

takes a wrecking ball to the immune system. It destroys up to half of the existing

antibodies that protect against other viruses and bacteria, according to research

published Thursday .“The big thing we show here is that even if a child gets through

measles — and you have to be lucky to get through the measles infection — you’re

setting your kid up to be at increased risk to all these other infectious diseases that

they could encounter on any given day,” said Michael J. Mina, an author of the first

study who was a postdoctoral researcher in the laboratory of Stephen Elledge at

Harvard Medical School and Brigham and Women’s Hospital at the time. Doctors say

the findings have practical implications for immune-compromised children and adults

who can’t get the measles vaccine. Read More at The Washington Post

Ghanaian Women In The Global Cocoa
Trade Face Forced Labour, Sexual

Violence
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A team of researchers at the University of Sheffield have found that women working

in the cocoa industry in Ghana face widespread exploitation, including forced labor

and sexual violence. Professor Genevieve LeBaron, Director of SPERI at the University

of Sheffield and lead author of the study, said, “This study has uncovered the brutal

reality of life for workers in the cocoa industry’s supply chains – where business

models are built on exploitation and inequality.” Dr Ellie Gore, Global Challenges

Research Fellow at the University of Sheffield and co-author of the study said, “Our

research shows how the business models of highly profitable companies rely on the

exploitation of women workers. “This isn’t happening due to a few rogue employers,

it’s structural and industry wide. A spotlight should be put on labour conditions for

women workers at the base of cocoa supply chains around the world.” Read More at

Freedom United

Fracking Banned In UK As Government
Makes Major U-Turn
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The government has halted fracking in England with immediate effect in a watershed

moment for society, environmentalists and community activists. Ministers also

warned shale gas companies it would not support future fracking projects, in a

crushing blow to companies that had been hoping to capitalize on one of the new

frontiers of growth in the fossil fuel industry. Simon Clarke, the exchequer secretary

to the Treasury, said it was “humbling to launch this unprecedented review into how

we end the UK’s contribution to climate change”. “Until recently people said that ‘Net

Zero’ was impossible, but this work is a giant step towards making it happen, enabling

us to set out a roadmap for an economy that is cleaner, more efficient, and works for

everyone, while preserving our planet,” he said. Read More at The Guardian

Panic In Pakistani City After 900
Children Tested Positive For H.I.V.
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Health workers say the reuse of syringes drove the outbreak in the city of

Ratodero. Nearly 900 children in the small Pakistani city of Ratodero were bedridden

early this year with raging fevers that resisted treatment. Parents were frantic, with

everyone seeming to know a family with a sick child. “Unless these quack doctors,

barbers and dentists are not checked, the number of incidents of H.I.V. infection will

continue going up,” said Dr. Imran Akbar Arbani, a local doctor, who had tipped off

Mr. Shaikh about the outbreak as he also alerted government authorities. Read More

at The New York Times

Tesla May Soon Have A Battery That
Can Last A Million Miles
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Last April, Elon Musk promised that Tesla would soon be able to power its electric

cars for more than 1 million miles over the course of their lifespan. At the time, the

claim seemed a bit much. That’s more than double the mileage Tesla owners can

expect to get out of their car’s current battery packs, which are already well beyond

the operational range of most other EV batteries. It just didn’t seem real—except now

it appears that it is. What’s interesting, though, is that the authors don’t herald the

results as a breakthrough. Rather, they present it as a benchmark for other battery

researchers. And they don’t skimp on the specifics. Read More at Wired

The Warming Climate Is Making Baby
Sea Turtles Almost All Girls
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As the earth gets hotter, turtle hatchlings worldwide are expected to skew

dangerously female, scientists predict, making the animals an unwitting gauge for the

warming climate. On the tiny West African island nation of Cape Verde — home to a

sixth of the planet’s nesting loggerheads — the disparity is stark. 84% of youngsters

are now female, researchers from Britain’s University of Exeter found in a July

report. Instinct propels them to Boa Vista each July through October. Noises and light

can spook them back into the water, so researchers must tiptoe until the reptiles pick

a spot. Then the contractions start, and nothing can stop nature’s plan. Read More at

The Washington Post

See Also: Global Pet Trade In Amphibians Is Bigger Than We Thought at

The Conversation

Greta Was In B.C. How Does Our
Climate Pollution Compare To

Sweden's?
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"My name is Greta Thunberg. I am sixteen years old. I come from Sweden. And I speak on

behalf of future generations." – speech to U.K. House of Parliament, London, April 23, 2019

Swedish climate striker Greta Thunberg has travelled a long, slow, low-carbon way to

bring her message of climate urgency to British Columbia. What can British

Columbians do who want to clean up this mess? Stop buying new vehicles that burn

fossil fuels. The average new fossil-fuelled car in Canada will emit 66 tCO2 from

burning gasoline. If you really need a new vehicle, buy an electric one that runs on

B.C.'s nearly zero-carbon electricity. It's the only option that aligns with future climate

targets. See how climate targets in B.C. and Sweden compare.  Read More at National

Observer

OPINION

The Maternal Mortality Lie That
Ensures Women Will Keep Dying
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The United States has the worst maternal mortality rate in the developed world. As

other wealthy countries have seen maternal mortality plummet to nearly zero, the US

is the only developed nation whose maternal mortality has risen in the past two

decades. In some states, the situation is even more dire. Georgia’s maternal mortality

rate rivals that of Iran, Iraq, and 100 other countries. An American woman giving birth

today is now 50% more likely to die than her mother was a generation ago. Maternal

mortality in Finland is virtually unheard of - a tonsillectomy is more dangerous.

Until we start believing women, until we listen to them when they are in pain, until we

stop blaming women and start blaming a collapsing healthcare system, women will

keep dying. The first step is to reject the lie that maternal mortality is inevitable. Read

More at Daily Kos

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY

Where Research Meets Profits
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Recent allegations of copyright violations against a professor who shared his own

work on his website spark debate about ownership and whether peer reviewers

should be paid. In response, psychologists started a petition to the APA, saying that if

it didn’t stop policing authors’ personal websites for the sharing of science, then it

needed to pay peer reviewers $300 for each article review. Daniel Himmelstein, a

biodata scientist and research fellow at the University of Pennsylvania who has

contributed to the Transpose project on publishing policies, said that situations like

Cunningham's come up somewhat frequently, since professors so often transfer

copyright to publishers. The solution, he said via email, “is open access, whereby an

open license allows anyone, including the author, to share the article

anywhere.”  Read More at Inside Higher Ed

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS

Some Damage To American Indians
From The Allotment Acts Is Being
Remedied, But Scars Will Remain
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This year—February, to be exact—marked the 132nd anniversary of President Grover

Cleveland's signing of the Dawes Act. You didn't get to read about that in the

newspapers or hear about it on Fox News the way that, say, the anniversary of

Custer's "Last Stand" always gets a mention. But that single piece of legislation in

1887 had a more devastating impact on indigenous Americans than anything other

than the century-long Indian wars themselves and the germs Europeans brought with

them to the “New World.” It was initiated by people who told everyone and perhaps

actually believed that they had Indians' best interests at heart. In fact, the Dawes Act

underpinned a massive land grab from Indians, the kind accomplished with a pen

rather than an Army regiment. Read More at Daily Kos
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Quote Of The Week

Insect Decline in Germany More Extensive Than Suspected

"A decline on that scale over a period of just 10 years came as
a complete surprise to us -- it is frightening, but fits the

picture presented in a growing number of studies."

Wolfgang Weisser, Professor of Terrestrial Ecology at the Technical
University of Munich, Germany

For more see: Read More at Science Daily

Upcoming Events
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November 13th - 14th: World Congress on Mental Health (London, UK)

November 22nd -24th: 2nd International Symposium on Community Health

Workers (Dhaka, Bangladesh)

February 19th - 20th, 2020: 2nd World Congress on Primary Healthcare and

Medicare Summit (Paris, France)

March 31 - April 2, 2020: World Public Health Nutrition Congress 2020

(Brisbane, Australia)

April 6th -7th, 2020: 17th World Congress on Paediatrics and

Neonatology (Tokyo, Japan)

April 18th -20th, 2020: CUGH Conference 2020: Global Health in a Time of

Worldwide Political Change (Washington, D.C., USA)

April 24th - 26th, 2020: PEGASUS IV Migration - Climate Change - Sustainable

Development (Waterloo, Ontario, Canada)

FYI#1 SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA - NEW BOOK by
David Wallace-Wells
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An “epoch-defining book” (The Guardian) and “this generation’s Silent Spring” (The

Washington Post), The Uninhabitable Earth is both a travelogue of the near future and a

meditation on how that future will look to those living through it—the ways that

warming promises to transform global politics, the meaning of technology and nature

in the modern world, the sustainability of capitalism and the trajectory of human

progress.

The Uninhabitable Earth is also an impassioned call to action. For just as the world was

brought to the brink of catastrophe within the span of a lifetime, the responsibility to

avoid it now belongs to a single generation—today’s.

See More at Amazon

https://www.amazon.ca/dp/0525576703?slotNum=0&linkCode=gs2&imprToken=zHKfrcBJCt3N5P2VxAEqBA&creativeASIN=0525576703&tag=tnycanada-20&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_46_november_14&utm_term=2019-11-15


FYI #2

Severe Drought Seriously Affecting
Elephants And Other Wildlife In

Mana Pools

Credit:  Janet Winterbourne

It’s September 2019, and I am about to embark upon one of my many pilgrimages to

Mana Pools National Park, Zimbabwe – one of the finest wildlife destinations in the

world that was designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2013. Witnessing the

direct impact of the drought in this area made me wonder what the long-term

implications for the wildlife will be – not just in Mana Pools, but across the other
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drought-ridden areas of Africa. Documenting a drought is not the ‘prettiest’ work a

photographer can embark upon, and I found this year’s visit to Mana Pools disturbing

and not at all what I had expected. Nonetheless, it is the true story of how tough life

can be in the wild.

And See Also: Zimbabwe Says 200 Elephants Have Now Died Amid Drought at The

Washington Post

Read More at Africa Geographic

FYI #3

UN Biodiversity Chief Quits.
Documents Show She Had Been

Accused Of Misconduct

Credit: Shutterstock

The UN’s biodiversity chief has resigned in the midst of preparations for the most
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important summit on the Earth’s living systems in a decade. Earlier this month,

Cristiana Pașca Palmer, a former Romanian environment minister, told staff at the

secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), where she has been

executive secretary since March 2017, she was “at a crossroads where I must accept

that due to a mixture of factors increasingly affecting my health, I am unable to

continue this journey and lead the CBD Secretariat on the road to the UN Biodiversity

Conference in China”. In her resignation announcement to staff, Pașca Palmer said: “I

have poured myself with all my heart and might into the works of the convention,

working tirelessly day and night together with my team at the secretariat to advance

our agenda and navigate numerous institutional complexities and roadblocks.”

Read More at Climate Change News

FYI #4

Tired Of Jet Lag? This App Will Help
Reset Your Clock
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Here on Earth, our sleep is synchronized with the sun. Our bodies stir at daybreak

and slump at nightfall, the light acting like a metronome for our delicate body clocks.

This biochemical ebb and flow is known as our circadian rhythm, and it repeats every

24 hours. Researchers at Harvard Medical School and Brigham and Women's Hospital

began studying this problem a few years ago and latched onto this relationship

between light and circadian rhythms. They found that when astronauts systematically

sought out bright light and then avoided it during specific intervals, they could

effectively “reset” their circadian clocks. One researcher likened the method to “visual

caffeine.” Together, he and Beyer-Clausen designed the Timeshifter app. It joins

several others in the App Store that promise to beat jet lag: Entrain, a free app,

similarly leverages light exposure to reset circadian rhythms. Uplift, for $10, offers a

few physical exercises based on “biorhythmic acupressure.”

Read More at Wired

FYI #5: AUTUMN READING

Golden Rice: The Imperiled Birth Of A
GMO Superfood By Ed Regis

https://www.wired.com/story/timeshifter-jet-lag-app/?bxid=5be9d92624c17c6adf400057&cndid=50304278&esrc=bounceX&source=GADGETLAB_NEWSLETTER&utm_brand=wired&utm_campaign=aud-dev&utm_mailing=WIR_GadgetLab_101719&utm_medium=email&utm_source=nl&utm_term=WIR_GadgetLab
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Golden Rice, which was developed in the hopes of combatting that problem by a

team of European scientists in the late '90s, was genetically modified to provide an

essential nutrient that white rice lacks: beta-carotene, which is converted into vitamin

A in the body. But twenty years later, this potentially sight- and life-saving miracle

food still has not reached the populations most in need—and tens of millions of

people in India, China, Bangladesh, and throughout South and Southeast Asia have

gone blind or have died waiting. Writing in a conversational style, Regis separates

hyperbole from facts, overturning the myths, distortions, and urban legends about

this uniquely promising superfood. Anyone interested in GMOs, social justice, or

world hunger will find Golden Rice a compelling, sad, and maddening true-life science

tale.

Read More at Johns Hopkins University Press

FYI#6: SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION

4 Myths I Believed About Finding
Mentors
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One of the top career advice you will receive, regardless of whether you are in public

health or not, is to find yourself a mentor (or mentors). To begin with, I didn’t know

how to even get myself a mentor; part of the problem could have been that I didn’t

know who could be a mentor to me, let alone how to use them. The following 4 myths

were things I believed about a mentor that was making this process very difficult for

me:

1. I needed to get permission from an individual before I could consider them my

mentor (i.e. they had to agree that they would be my “mentor”)

2. Only one person could be my mentor.

3. My mentor would have all of the answers to my public health career path/plan.

4. The plan: I just needed to find someone, ask them to be my mentor, and boom,

done. I would have a mentor.

Read more at PH Spot
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